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visualization techniques 169–170

W
waiting, problems with
anxiety 127
goal setting/planning ahead 205
hyperactivity 82
impulsivity 100, 109, 111, 112, 114, 117, 118
social skills/relationships 190
warning signals, identifying 167, 174
wiggle space 90, 94
withdrawal behaviours 123, 168
worksheets 16–17, 18–19t 33

see also cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT); folder reviews; Young–Smith Programme
adjustment of 15
anxiety 131–135
attention difficulties 55–60
Buzz and family narrative for younger children 12, 13, 14
Worksheet 1 (Buzz and His Family) 20–21, 36, 37–39, 82, 106, 129, 156, 187, 210, 231, 253
Worksheet 2 (Buzz and Self-talk) 36, 39–42, 82, 106, 129, 156, 187, 210, 231, 253
Worksheet 3 (Buzz enters a Competition) 36, 42–43, 82, 106, 129, 135, 156, 187, 210, 216, 231, 232, 237, 253
Worksheet 4 (Spot the Difference) 54, 55–57
Worksheet 5 (Buzz Gets his Cycling Badge) 20, 54, 57–59
Worksheet 6 (Buzz does his Homework) 54, 60
Worksheet 7 (Buzz at School) 83, 84–86
Worksheet 8 (Buzz at Bedtime) 83, 86–88
Worksheet 9 (Buzz goes to Hospital) 106, 107–109
Worksheet 10 (Buzz at the Theme Park) 106, 110–111
Worksheet 11 (Buzz goes Camping) 130, 131–133
Worksheet 12 (Buzz and School Play) 130, 133–135
Worksheet 13 (Buzz reads a Book) 157, 158–161
Worksheet 14 (Buzz makes a Birthday Present) 157, 161–164
Worksheet 15 (Buzz goes to the Movies) 188, 189–191, 195
Worksheet 16 (Buzz goes to the Park) 188, 191–192
Worksheet 17 (Buzz goes to the Circus) 211, 212–214
Worksheet 18 (Buzz and his Birthday Party) 211, 214–215
Worksheet 19 (Buzz makes a Castle) 233–235
Worksheet 20 (Buzz and the New Boy) 235–237
Worksheet 21 (Buzz Writes a Story) 254–256
Worksheet 22 (Buzz has a Bad Day) 254, 257–259
Discussion Sheet see Discussion Sheet
goal setting/planning ahead 212–216
impulsivity 107–111
introducing in sessions 17
‘mixing and matching’ 11, 17
mood and self-esteem 255–259
problem-solving 233–237
social skills/relationships 189–193
Stimulus Sheet see Stimulus Sheet
Task Sheet see Task Sheet

Young–Smith Programme for; worksheets; younger children, adapting Young–Smith Programme for
agenda, showing to child 16, 35–36
anxiety 130
attention difficulties 54
frustration and anger 157
goal setting/planning ahead 211
hyperactivity 83
impulsivity 106–107
mood and self-esteem 253–254
problem-solving 232
social skills/relationships 188
attention difficulties 45–73
avoidance of term ‘ADHD’ 8–9, 15
as a cognitive behavioural intervention 5
content 11–12
delivery of see delivery of Young–Smith Programme
delivery style 14–15
feedback and rewards see feedback and rewards
flexibility 7, 17
folder, introducing 36–44
frustration and anger 147–177
functional problems, focus on 8
Home Missions see Home Missions, setting
hyperactivity 75–98
impulsivity 99–120
joint working with parents, carers and teachers 24–25
modules 11–12
format 13–14
narrative used in CBT exercises throughout 35–44
agenda, showing to child 35–36
exercise grid of enemy and friendly thoughts 40, 41
folder, introducing 36–44
worksheets 37–40
overview 7–9
parents and carers, working with 25–29, 44

Youth younger children, adapting Young–Smith Programme for 14, 17, 19, 23, 35
see also older children, adapting Young–Smith Programme for; under worksheets
anxiety 127, 128, 129, 132, 139, 142
attention difficulties 51, 54, 62, 65, 67, 70
frustration and anger 153, 156, 157, 159, 166, 170
goal setting/planning ahead 210, 211, 215, 220, 221
hyperactivity 82, 83, 92
impulsivity 106, 115
mood and self-esteem 250, 251, 252, 253, 263
problem-solving 229, 230, 231, 232, 241
social skills/relationships 180, 183, 187, 188, 198
Young–Smith Programme 11–34
see also assessment; breaks, Young–Smith Programme; cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT); folder review; older children, adapting
Young–Smith Programme (cont’d)
  house rules 26
  realistic expectations 26
  rewards, praise and motivators 26–27, 31
  Star Chart see Star Chart
  strategy monitoring 28–29
  psychoeducation 15–16
  resources 14, 32–34

routine and novel occupations 32
social skills/relationships 179–203
suitable for children without
ADHD 7
teachers, working with 44
teachers and schools, working with 29–32
termination of treatment, preparation for 24